
Tony Nutt

On behalf of the Government and the Liberal Party I thank Tony Nutt for his
extraordinary service to the Party and to the nation in more than 35 years of
public service.

As principal private secretary and then as chief of staff Tony was at the
centre of the Howard Government, the most successful of our generation.
He is the consummate political professional and the Liberal Party has no more
loyal or dedicated servant.

Tony has been a dear friend and very wise counsel to me and Lucy for many
years. His advice has been invaluable, always carefully considered and
invariably delivered with a full historical context both modern and ancient.
Tony is in every respect a scholar and a gentleman.

Tony took over the directorship of the Federal Liberal Party in late 2015 in
very difficult circumstances, he then proceeded to direct the campaign which
saw the government returned in the face of a ferocious fear campaign.

It is customary nowadays to deprecate politics, politicians and above all
political professionals. But the truth is they, and the parties they run,
make our democracy work.

Tony’s service over so many years is grounded in a deep love of Australia and
an abiding commitment to our democratic values. I look forward to the next
chapter of his remarkable career of public service.
 

News story: Gender Pay Gap Reporting
Goes Live

Thousands of employers will publish their gender pay gap figures for the
first time from today, helping break the glass ceiling and create a more
modern workforce.

The UK is one of the first countries in the world to require gender pay gap
reporting and follows the government’s commitment to introduce the
requirements at the last election. This is a key part of the government’s
work to eliminate the gender pay gap.

Voluntary, private and public sector employers with 250 or more employees
will be required to publish their figures by April 2018. The regulations will
cover approximately 9,000 employers with over 15 million employees,
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representing nearly half of the UK’s workforce.

The UK gender pay gap is already at a record low of 18.1 per cent. These
requirements will help employers to identify the gaps in their organisations
and take action to close their gender pay gap.

Ensuring that women have the same opportunities as men to fulfil their
potential in the workplace is a key part of building a country that works for
everyone, as the Prime Minister made clear in her first speech outside
Downing Street.

Minister for Women and Equalities Justine Greening said:

We have more women in work, more women-led businesses than ever
before and the highest proportion of women on the boards of our
biggest companies. This has helped us to narrow the gender pay gap
to a record 18.1 per cent – but we want to eliminate it completely.

Helping women to reach their full potential isn’t only the right
thing to do, it makes good economic sense and is good for British
business. I am proud that the UK is championing gender equality and
now those employers that are leading the way will clearly stand out
with these requirements.

The benefits of helping women to unlock their talents are huge – eliminating
work-related gender gaps could add £150 billion to our annual GDP by 2025.
That is an opportunity that neither Government nor businesses can afford to
ignore.

As part of the new regulations, employers will be required to:

Publish their median gender pay gap figures

By identifying the wage of the middle earner, the median is the best
representation of the ‘typical’ gender difference. Employers will be
asked to use data from a ‘snapshot’ period in April to calculate this
average.

Publish their mean gender pay gap figures

By taking into account the full earnings distribution, the mean takes
into account the low and high earners in an organisation – this is
particularly useful as women are often over-represented at the low
earning extreme and men are over-represented at the high earning
extreme.

Publish the proportion of men & women in each quartile of the pay



structure.

This data will show the spread of male and female earners across an
organisation, helping to show employers where women’s progress might be
stalling so they can take action to support their career development.

Publish the gender pay gaps for any bonuses paid out during the
year

As there is a significant issue around bonus payments in some sectors,
employers will also have to publish the proportion of male and
proportion of female employees that received a bonus during the year.

Employers will also be encouraged to publish an action plan alongside their
figures, demonstrating the steps they will take to close the gender pay gap
within their organisation.

The Government is working with leading employers who are exploring publishing
their figures early.

The Government Equalities Office has also launched its new campaign page
where employers can access resources, case studies and publish their gender
pay gap figures.

The new gender pay gap mandatory reporting requirements are part of wider
work the Government is doing to support women in the workplace. This includes
£5 million to increase returnships, offering 30 hours of free childcare, and
introducing shared parental leave and new rights to request flexible working.
There is also extensive cross-Government work to get more women into the top
jobs at the UK’s biggest companies and to get more girls taking STEM subjects
at school.

Nicola Sturgeon speech at the United
Nations on gender equality and human
rights

Below is a speech made by First Minister Nicola Sturgeon at the United
Nations on gender equality and human rights. Check against delivery.  
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News story: Lord Bridges speech to
Alliance of European Metropolitan
Chambers

Thank you for inviting me to speak today and for setting up this event.

I have looked at today’s agenda and declaration, and listened to some of the
discussions taking place. This is all a fantastic contribution to the debate
and so thank you for providing it.

It’s great to see the representatives of so many of Europe’s wonderful cities
here in my home city, London.

I was born and brought up in south west London — in SW19 — rather too many
years ago, and I have seen London change before my eyes to become the global,
multicultural and vibrant city it is today.

And I’d like to start by thanking all those who have made that happen, some
of whom are in this room. Mayors past, and Mayor present – but above all the
people, the millions of people who make London what it now is.

And it’s people – whether in London, or in Madrid, or Dublin, or any of the
other cities represented here today – it’s obviously them, their skills,
their innovation, their culture. It’s that which gives any city its distinct
characteristic and underpins a city’s success.

Look through history: the Turin of Giovanni Agnelli, the Paris of Claude
Monet, the Berlin of Carl Siemens — the list is long of those cities which
gave birth to great enterprise, cultural movements or innovations that have
changed the world.

And I would argue that the hallmark of the success of these cities is that
they have been a honeypot for talent: people who buzz with ideas, with energy
and creativity. They are cities that have nurtured trade — be it the coffee
houses of the City of London or the docks of so many European cities.

They are cities where universities have flourished and innovation has been
fostered.

They are cities which, while proud of their own heritage and culture, have
enjoyed being part of an international network — a network in which ideas are
exchanged and goods traded.

Above all, they are cities that have lead change, welcomed change and
embraced change.

Here in London today, we stand on the threshold of a great change – our
withdrawal from the European Union. We need to think what this means for
London and the cities represented here today.
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And so let me make it very clear from the outset that, given the shared
success of our cities over generations, while we are leaving the European
Union, we are definitely not leaving Europe.

Our history, our culture, our trade is entwined with Europe’s. The task
before us, all of us, is now to create a new partnership – a partnership the
Prime Minister described as deep and special – that enables us to continue to
thrive and prosper together.

As the Prime Minister has said many times, we want to reach an agreement with
the European Union. We believe that doing so is in our interests and in
Europe’s interests.

As for the nature of the agreement, it should be comprehensive — with a fair
settlement of the UK’s rights and obligations as a departing EU member state.
And we should come to an agreement on the terms of our withdrawal at the same
time as we agree the terms of our future partnership.

Much has been written about whether this agreement is possible. After all, we
find ourselves in a unique position. We have been a member of the EU for the
last 40 years.

Many of our laws, our regulations and standards are completely aligned with
the EU. So unlike other non-EU states who, when they do a trade deal with the
EU, are trying to bring down barriers, we are seeking not to put barriers up.

What’s more, we obviously do billions of pounds of trade with the EU, as the
EU does with the UK — £290 billion of EU goods and services are exported to
the UK each year. So, as I say, it is in all our interests to come to an
agreement.

But what kind of agreement are we looking for? Let me answer that question by
looking through the prism of what makes cities a success. Themes you’ve been
talking about today.

Immigration

First, the success of a city is due to its people and its access to talent.

To win in the global marketplace, businesses right across the UK — as well as
Europe — need access to the best talent, drawn from all corners of the world.

Brexit will, emphatically, not change this.

We’ve made it clear that we intend to take control of immigration. But, in so
doing, we need to be sensitive to the needs of businesses, large and small,
as well as other organisations such as universities.

So, as we consider what form that new immigration system might take, we’re
very aware of the impact that different options might have on different
sectors of the economy and on the labour market in different parts of the
country.



I can’t go into detail now, but let me make two points.

First, we’ll always welcome those with the skills, the drive and the
expertise to make our nation better still. And we very much hope that the
same will apply in countries across Europe, where many UK citizens work
today.

Second, we wish to see the status of both UK nationals in the EU and EU
nationals in the UK resolved at the same time; and to do so as early as
possible in the negotiations.

It’s good to see that so many of our European partners agree with the simple
thought that we must address this issue as soon as we can, as it is causing
understandable anxiety for hundreds of thousands of people here and in the
EU.

Let us all hope that our shared values, which underpin the open and tolerant
societies in which we all live, will enable that agreement to be reached
swiftly.

Innovation

Access to talent is crucial, not simply to help the businesses of today to
succeed, but to ensure that we sow the seeds for future success by supporting
innovators, entrepreneurs, scientists and researchers.

Many of the European cities represented here can, like London, be proud of
their universities, and their history of research and development.

We know how important it is for universities, and the research community
generally, to be able to collaborate and co-operate. Of course funding is
important, including programmes like Horizon 2020.

But these networks deliver other, unquantifiable benefits. And they are
European networks to which, without wishing to boast, we believe that our
universities contribute a great deal.

That is why we have said that we wish to find a way in which we can continue
to co-operate with our European partners, so that we can all continue to
benefit from the fruits of such co-operation.

Trade

Talent and innovation are two building blocks of prosperity. Trade is
obviously another.

The Government has said that we want trade in goods and services to be as
free and frictionless as possible. As you say in your declaration, we need to
minimise the barriers to trade and export activity within Europe.

And, as I mentioned earlier, the challenge is to stop barriers being erected
between the UK and the EU, be it at the border or bureaucracy behind the
border. Some of these issues have been discussed today, such as air freight —



we will be exploring them in great detail.

How we achieve this will be a matter for the negotiation. We’re helped by the
fact that the UK’s standards and regulations — be it on manufactured products
or financial services – will be identical with the EU’s on the day we leave.

As the Prime Minister set out in her letter to trigger Article 50, we want to
prioritise how we manage the evolution of our regulatory frameworks to
maintain a fair and open trading environment, and critically how we resolve
disputes.

On top of that, as you also say in your declaration, we need to keep Europe
moving. Aviation, shipping and freight are obviously key — and we are very
focussed on what needs to be agreed to ensure that planes continue to fly
between the UK and Europe, and freight continues to flow.

And then there is another issue touched on just now. This is the flow of data
— the lifeblood of today’s digital economy (especially financial centres),
which needs to continue if organisations, private or public, here or in
Europe, are to function effectively.

Implementation

And, of course on top of all this, there is the issue of implementing any
agreement. Our aim is to ensure that we reach an agreement within the two
years stipulated by Article 50.

Once we have such an agreement, in order to avoid any cliff-edge as we move
from our current relationship to our future partnership, people and
businesses in both the UK and the EU would benefit from implementation
periods to adjust in a smooth and orderly way to new arrangements.

To do this, we will all need to continue to work closely together.

Cementing the relationship between Government and business will be critical
as we leave the EU.

Great Repeal Bill

We will need certainty as we leave. Which brings me to the Great Repeal Bill.
This is a piece of legislation that the Government will introduce into the
Parliament at Westminster very shortly.

It will do three things.

It will repeal the European Communities Act. It will convert EU law into UK
law. And it will give the Government the power to correct any legal
anomalies, so our statute book functions properly from the day we leave.

Now I know that some people in the UK are saying that we should tear up some
of the regulations as we leave the EU. Well, I can tell you today, we’re not
going to do that, for a number of reasons.



First, the vote to leave was a vote to leave, period. Leaving means ensuring
that Parliamentary sovereignty is unquestioned and putting Parliament – and,
where appropriate, the devolved legislatures – in control. Once that has
happened, it will then be up to elected representatives in those bodies to
decide what to do. That’s for another day. We’ve enough to do in the
meantime.

And the second reason we have taken this approach is certainty. Change is
always unsettling, and the more we can do to lessen that uncertainty the
better. That’s the case for businesses and for consumers.

To that end, we have made clear that the power to enable corrections to EU
law will be limited. It is not a vehicle for policy changes, but it will give
the Government the necessary power to correct or remove the laws that would
otherwise not function properly once we have left the EU.

And the third reason is this means that, on the day we leave, it will be
beyond doubt that our standards and our regulations are the same as in the
EU.

Conclusion

Lastly, I would say this: facing up to challenges together and seizing the
opportunities that will come will be vital for the future of economic growth,
not just here but in Europe as a whole.

I know that many of you here will have differing views and emotions about the
UK’s decision to leave the EU. Some of you here will have to voted to leave,
others, like me, to remain.

But to all of you — leave or remain, European or British, Londoner or not –
to all of you, I say this: let us now look to the future. We all know what
our great cities can achieve. Let us build on that success, work together and
progress together to make our future better still.

Thank you.

Press release: Foreign Secretary
visits Bosnia and Herzegovina

The Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson will visit Sarajevo on 5 & 6 April.

The Foreign Secretary is visiting Sarajevo to reiterate the UK’s unwavering
support for Bosnia and Herzegovina and to urge the country’s political
leaders to put aside ethnic divisions and implement urgent socio-economic
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reforms to promote prosperity for all its citizens.

During his visit to Sarajevo the Foreign Secretary will meet with BiH’s
Presidency, Chair of the Council of Ministers and entity Prime Ministers and
Foreign Minister.

The Foreign Secretary will also visit the State Investigation and Protection
Agency where he will see how the UK is supporting efforts to prevent
terrorism and fight organised crime in the region.

This is part of the UK’s wider support for the Western Balkans. We have spent
over £7.5m to improve the business environment, increase stability and
strengthen the rule of law, and in 2018 we will host the Western Balkans
Summit in London.

Ahead of his visit, the Foreign Secretary said:

The Western Balkans is a key region for the UK. We are committed to
playing an active and supportive role.

The UK has invested significantly in Bosnia and Herzegovina. We co-
launched with Germany an initiative to inject momentum into BiH’s
stalling reform process. We believe this process will lead to a
stable, secure and prosperous BiH.

During my visit, I will be urging BiH’s political leaders to put
ethnic divisions aside and focus on the issues that matter to all
citizens in BiH: jobs and economic growth.

Further information


